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Fake and Deceptive News: “Trump’s Executive
Order On Childhood Vaccination” is Fake

By Global Research News
Global Research, February 08, 2017

We bring to the attention of our readers the following:

“On 6 February 2017, the Houston Leader web site published an article  reporting that
President  Trump  had  enacted  a  90-day  ban  on  childhood  vaccinations  via  executive
order”(Snopes)  This article is “fake”.

Trump had indeed express concern pertaining to the vaccine issue prior to the election
campaign, but there has been no followup in terms of an Executive order.

To confuse the reader: the article included two genuine tweets which were posted prior to
the election campaign:

On March 28, 2014, Trump tweeted:

Additionally, on September 03, 2014, he tweeted:
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